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The buzz about Publishing Data

•

The rest of the world has discovered the
importance of Publishing and citing data

•

Data Citation Practices and Standards workshop:

•

Lots of issues come into play: Archival, Preservation,
Nomenclature, Persistence, Attribution, Discovery

•

Issue now pressing because of mandates, funding
requirements

http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/brdi/PGA_064019
http://datacite.org/node/30
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The General Thinking
Smit, E (2011) Abelard and Héloise: Why Data and Publications Belong
Together. D-Lib Magazine doi:10.1045/january2011-smit

•

Journals to require availability of underlying research material as an
editorial policy

•

More careful treatment of submitted digital research data by those
who accept them

•
•

Ensure data is stored, curated and preserved in trustworthy places

•
•

Establish uniform citation practices of data
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Ensure links (bi-directional) and persistent identifiers between data
and publications
Develop data-publications and quality standards

Links between Publications and
Data Products

• Have existed between Data Centers and ADS
since 1994

• Maintained by librarians, data archivists
• Bibcode-URL pairs, linking to either individual
observations or aggregates

• Often part of data center’s bibliographies, used to
compute metrics
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Online Archives
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“Data” records in ADS

2,156 citations
812 citations
249 citations
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Machine Readable Tables (MRTs)
published with articles
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“Data” linking in AAS journals
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distributions (from infrared imaging) of several nearby molecular clouds.
COMPLETE is not the first such study of this kind: Lada
(1992) mapped the actively star-forming cloud L1630 (a.k.a.
Orion B) both in molecular line emission (CS, with 20 resolution)
and with near-infrared cameras (reaching mK < 13 mag). That
work provided the first evidence that massive stars form in clusters, and it also showed that the mass spectrum of the gaseous
material (self-gravitating or not) is shallower than that for stars.
COMPLETE, which was not feasible a decade ago, is intended
to allow for low-mass (fainter) star-forming regions what Lada’s
work allowed for (brighter) massive star-forming regions, and
more. For reference, the total areal coverage of COMPLETE is
2
!20 deg , which is an order of magnitude larger than the area
Lada studied in Orion.

What’s missing?
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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of data available for the Ophiuchus and Perseus molecular clouds from Phase I of the
COMPLETE Survey of Star-Forming Regions. This survey provides a range of data complementary to the Spitzer
Legacy Program ‘‘From Molecular Cores to Planet Forming Disks.’’ Phase I includes the following: extinction
maps derived from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) near-infrared data using the NICER algorithm;
extinction and temperature maps derived from IRAS 60 and 100 !m emission; H i maps of atomic gas; 12CO and
13
CO maps of molecular gas; and submillimeter continuum images of emission from dust in dense cores. Not
unexpectedly, the morphology of the regions appears quite different depending on the column density tracer that is
used, with IRAS tracing mainly warmer dust and CO being biased by chemical, excitation, and optical depth effects.
Histograms of column density distribution are presented, showing that extinction as derived from 2MASS NICER
gives the closest match to a lognormal distribution, as is predicted by numerical simulations. All the data presented
in this paper, and links to more detailed publications on their implications, are publicly available at the COMPLETE
Web site.
Key words: ISM: clouds — stars: formation — surveys

1. INTRODUCTION

11

The prevailing theoretical picture of star formation envisions
stars forming within dense cores, which are embedded in turn
within larger, slightly lower density structures. Each forming star
is surrounded by a disk, and, when it is very young, the star-disk
system produces a collimated bipolar flow in a direction perpendicular to the disk. In its broad outlines, this paradigm is very
likely to be correct. In detail, however, many questions remain
concerning the timing of this series of events. For example, how
long does a star stay with its natal core? How long does it remain
associated with the lower density structure (e.g., a filament in a
dark cloud) in which it originally formed? What kind of environment does a star-disk system need to keep accreting or to produce
an outflow, and when might that reservoir no longer be available
to the system? Does a bipolar outflow have any effect on star formation nearby? What causes fragmentation into binaries or higher
order systems? How much influence do spherical winds (e.g.,

supernovae, B star winds) from previous generations of stars
have on the timing of star formation? How often is a star in the
process of forming likely to encounter an external gravitational
potential (e.g., from another forming star) strong enough to alter
its formation process? The complicating issue underlying all
of these questions is that it is hard to define and understand the
properties of the reservoir from which a star forms if the reservoir
itself is highly dynamic.
The COMPLETE (Coordinated Molecular Probe Line Extinction and Thermal Emission)11 Survey of Star-Forming Regions
is intended to provide an unprecedented comprehensive database
with which one might have real hope of answering many statistically addressable questions about star formation. Its primary
goal is to provide detailed measurements of the velocity fields
(from molecular line observations), the density profiles (from
extinction measurements), the temperature and dust property
profiles (from thermal emission mapping), the larger cloud en-

The COMPLETE Web site is at http://www.cfa.harvard.edu /COMPLETE.
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Where is the Data?

Credit: Todd Vision, Michael Kurtz
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Summary of Current Practices
1. Links to on-line data catalogs are listed in
reference section (citation)
2. Links to MRTs live alongside with the article
3. Links to individual archival observations (alas few
and far in between) are in-lined in HTML article
(mention)
4. Links to everything else are a hodge-podge
(institutional websites, private pages, “write to us”)
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Credit
1. On-line data catalogs: author gets citation
2. Journal-published MRTs: author usually gets
citation
3. Archival observations: archival gets inbound link,
no formal “citation”
4. Everything else: currently lost, but should count as
citation
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What’s missing?
1. On-line data catalogs: better citation guidelines
(“cite as”), persistent IDs (may be DOIs, ARKs)?
2. Journal-published MRTs: tracking of re-use in
online catalogs, maybe component DOIs?
3. Archival observations: revamp of dataset citation
proposal, creation of robust registry
4. Everything else: community-supported repository,
with persistent IDs, citation guidelines
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Some Tough Questions

• Who should maintain a repository for usercurated data products?

• Who should maintain the registry of all data

products, ensuring persistence, multiple copies?

• Who mints and who registers the persistent IDs
for data products?

• Who enforces data citation policies and
guidelines?
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User-generated Data Products

• Fall through the cracks: too big to be

“supplementary material” but an integral part of
the underlying data products described in paper

• Not just a bunch of tables, FITS files; often fullfledged websites with an underlying database

• Some prototypes now exist:
• Data Conservancy / arXiv
• The CfA Astro DataVerse project
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Registry of Data Products

• Not the same thing as the VO registry!
• Resources are data products, not services
• Need to deal with long-term persistence, multiple
copy problem

• DOI model can work for describing “simple”
dataset, should be good enough for datasets
published in the literature

• Datasets need to be properly described via
registration of metadata
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Minting and Registering of IDs

• Archives responsible for the preservation of a

data product should create identifiers, register
them with metadata (DOI model)

• IDs should be as archive agnostic as possible, but

may include some branding if desired (but beware
of future-proofing issues)

• It should allow us to map/retrofit existing
identifiers into new scheme, e.g.

ADS/Sa.CXO#obs/123
=> 10.1234/ADS/Sa.CXO;obs/123
ivo://CDS.VizieR/J/ApJ/715/429 => 10.1234/CDS.VizieR/J/ApJ/715/429
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Publishing and Citation Policies

• Not really part of IVOA’s area of expertise...
• BUT as a DC&P issue IVOA should support
strong policies in favor of data publication

• Actual refereeing and publication best handled by
societies and journals; this is no small task and
needs careful consideration

• We (VO archives) should be ready to support
publishers’ decisions, technical requirements
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Upcoming

• ADASS BoF will involve input from community
• AAS is considering supporting a data repository

effort, possible opportunity for IVOA involvement

• Need to involve A&A and MNRAS on both data
citation and repository issues

• Not clear what resources are available to
implement any of this

• Is there a need/use for an IVOA note?
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